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Abstract
Abuse creates barriers that effect

women’s ability to enter the paid work
force: barriers that persist long after ini-
tial supports have been exhausted. The
present paper examines the questions:
how do women make meaning of the
ways in which they have experienced
the intersection of abuse and work after
they have been away from abusive ex-
periences for a period? Five women vol-
unteered for extensive one-on-one
interviews employing a narrative
methodology. The long-term affects of
abuse experiences resulting in loss of
mental and physical health, educational
and work experiences, self-esteem and
self-efficacy, voice and emotional sup-
port, and loss of a sense of safety in the
world was a major across participant
theme. Additional themes included
readiness for change, housing issues,
and working for change with other
women. Implications for career coun-
selling practice, from the perspective of
a social constructivist career theory, em-
phasize counselling in the context of
women’s whole lives, the importance of
hearing women’s stories of abuse, un-
derstanding the nature of complex
trauma and the need for long-term tar-
geted support in employment programs.

Career counsellors working with
women who have had a history of abuse
realize that many individual and social
realities affect women’s ability to enter
the paid work force. Several authors
contend that relational issues are a dom-
inant theme for women in the ways in
which they approach work situations
(Flum, 2001; Josselson, 1992;
Schultheiss, 2003). If primary relation-
ships have been disrupted by abuse ex-
periences, it is likely that issues and
problems within a work context will
also emerge (Flum, 2001). Components
of physical, emotional, intellectual, and
psychological well-being influence a
woman’s ability to work (Elliot & Re-
itsma-Street, 2003) and work becomes

very important for women who are try-
ing to rebuild their lives after experienc-
ing various forms of abuse (Chronister
& McWhirter, 2003).

Immediate support for women as
they leave abusive situations is very im-
portant. Yet the effects of abuse create
barriers that persist long after initial
supports have been exhausted. Women
who have experienced abuse encounter
a number of specific life situations that
often interact, overlap, and connect to
create barriers to work. Experiences of
assault by an intimate male partner and
historical abuse combined with poverty,
and current health conditions contribute
to potential barriers when women seek
to find and hold employment (Wells,
1994). How are women giving meaning
to the intersection of their abuse experi-
ences and their work histories in light of
the fact that problems may persist for
them when it comes to finding and
maintaining employment? How would
they go about telling these stories? The
present paper explores these questions.

Survivors and Work

Career choice and career develop-
ment unfolds in particular ways for
women; options and opportunities are
influenced by a social context that in-
cludes balancing work and family, deal-
ing with career interruptions, and
diverse career patterns (Schreiber,
1998). Lent, Brown and Hackett (2000)
describe Social Cognitive Career The-
ory (SCCT) as providing an important
theoretical perspective from which to
view women’s situations in terms of
work. An emphasis on variables such as
self-efficacy, outcome expectations, and
goals, as well as environmental vari-
ables that include family, friends, finan-
cial conditions, and the larger societal
context allows this theory to be espe-
cially useful when examining how ca-
reer unfolds for women.

Chronister and McWhirter (2003)
have applied the SCCT model specifi-
cally to women who have been the tar-

get of domestic violence. Learning ex-
periences were limited; opportunities to
succeed in education and career related
activities were low; and fear, anxiety,
and depression influenced self-efficacy
and future expectations. In the face of
harassment in the workplace by abusers,
absenteeism, impaired work perform-
ance, and lack of advancement, it was
not hard to understand that women held
negative outcome expectations.

Little attention has been paid to the
long-term effects of domestic violence
on employability (Chronister &
McWhirter, 2003). Women who re-
ported domestic violence were more
likely to have had more jobs but a lower
personal income with their socio-eco-
nomic status dropping over time (Lloyd,
1997). Studies confirm that these
women do seek employment but are un-
able to maintain it (Raphael & Tolman,
1997).Women who have experienced
histories of abuse experience a complex
set of circumstances and behaviours that
may present multiple barriers to em-
ployment (Elliot & Reitsma-Street,
2003).

Psychological trauma contributes to
hyper-arousal tendencies (Herman,
1997). Job interviews can create panic;
women survivors may experience ex-
treme levels of fear over appearing une-
ducated, being asked personal questions
that are uncomfortable to answer, or
having to explain problematic job histo-
ries (Chronister & McWhirter, 2003).
Elevated levels of fear and anxiety can
accompany job evaluation or testing sit-
uations (Gianakos, 1999). Stress related
illnesses can result in time lost from
work, education, or training and women
often quit jobs or are fired due to their
absences (Wells, 1994). Raphael and
Tolman (1997) found rates as high as
56% of women reporting that they had
missed school or training due to abuse.
Abuse has robbed women of control
over their lives and their bodies at a
very deep level and this leads to feeling
powerless (Chronister & McWhirter,
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2003). Powerlessness can result in an
inability to make choices about employ-
ment options, a lack of awareness that
one can be assertive, the tendency to re-
linquish power, and difficulties with au-
thority figures (Wells, 1994).

Gianakas (1999) writes that women
who have unresolved issues resulting
from abuse may behave inappropriately
with male supervisors in work situa-
tions. Interpersonal conflicts with co-
workers and supervisors can emerge in
training and work settings (Prigoff,
2000) because of this inability to main-
tain healthy boundaries. Many studies
indicate links between domestic vio-
lence, childhood abuse and substance
misuse (Bala et al., 1998; Raphael &
Tolman, 1997; Reitsma-Street,
Schofield, Lund, & Kasting, 2001; Ull-
man & Brecklen, 2003; Wells, 1994).
Women experience difficulty accessing
treatment due to pressures related to ob-
taining childcare, lack of funds, and
transportation problems (Schober &
Annis, 1996).

Hall (2000) interviewed 20 urban,
low-income women who had suffered
multiple forms of childhood abuse and
were in recovery treatment due to sub-
stance abuse. She analyzed the women’s
stories as they related to learning and
work difficulties and found four do-
mains of interest: a) problems with
school because abuse in the home envi-
ronment had compromised school as a
source of learning and as an arena of
peer socialization, b) a lack of adult
skills related to relationship compe-
tency, money management, life plan-
ning, and parenting, c) problems around
academic and health literacy, and d)
problems related to alcohol and drug ad-
diction. These four issues represented
barriers to success in the job market for
these women.

The above authors have raised
questions about the ways in which
women with abuse histories move past
the initial supports offered to them to
negotiate the world of work. The focus
of the present study was to explore sur-
vivors’ stories of the intersection of
abuse and work experiences in a rela-
tional context.

Methodology
The research question, situated

within an overarching framework of so-

cial constructionism, assumes an ap-
proach to career and work that is rela-
tional. Blustein, Schultheiss, and Flum
(2004) argue that this point of view
leads to a particular leverage in under-
standing how people comprehend, con-
struct, and act in relation to the
challenges and opportunities of their
working experience. Relationship and
relational frameworks, woven through
the stories these women constructed
about career and the work process, pro-
vide many important points of interest
for career counsellors working with
women who have a history of abuse, as
well as with women who have experi-
enced other relational difficulties.

Narrative methodology honours
and allows the unique voice and story of
each participant to emerge. Bluestein,
Kenna, Murphy, Devoy, and DeWine
(2005) write that, “Narrative analyses
are particularly informative to the psy-
chology of work for individuals who
have been outside of the mainstream of
career development discourse” (p. 359).
Career narratives in particular have the
ability to identify aspects of the social
realm that have enabled or constrained
individuals (Cohen, Duberly, & Mallon,
2004).

Five women, recruited from a local
employment program created for
women with abuse histories participated
in a 90 minute audio-taped one-on-one
interview with the author. The women
were asked to speak of how their past
experiences of abuse had intersected
with their abilities to find and maintain
employment. As each woman sat down
for the interview, she was asked, “When
you heard me say that this research was
about work and your experiences of
abuse and I asked if you thought you
might have a story to tell about that –
what did you start to think about? What
stories came to mind for you?” Work
was defined in a broad sense as the car-
rier of meaning in their lives, not just
paid work outside the home. During the
interview, each woman was offered the
opportunity to create a time line draw-
ing in which she could illustrate the
times in her life when abuse experiences
intersected with her choice of work, her
ability to obtain or retain work.

Frank (2000) writes of the ethical
and intellectual responsibility to enter
into relationship with the stories we

elicit as researchers. The analysis of the
women’s narratives became an entering
into the relational space created between
the participant and the interviewer. This
entailed working amidst several layers
of interpretation – field notes taken
throughout the process, tape recorded
interviews, verbatim transcripts, time
line drawings, and concept maps created
to illustrate major themes.

Results
Becky22

Becky described verbal abuse from
her father as a starting point that made
her vulnerable to sexual abuse as a teen
that then precipitated her slide into pros-
titution and criminality. Living within
this belief system led to missed opportu-
nities. Becky spoke of the people she
had known and the type of work she had
done as blinding her to any reality out-
side of criminality for a large portion of
her life. “Most of my life has been spent
in a different world and if it had been
spent working at MacDonald’s and
going to Burger King and having a
paper route it would be a whole differ-
ent reality . . . If I hadn’t had to put so
much time into surviving the mental
abuse and I hadn’t put so much time
into abusing myself, I wonder how
much differently my life would be and I
would be . . . I bet I’d be walking out
proud of my resume and being comfort-
able with getting a job.” 

The four themes identified in
Becky’s story include: a fragmented
sense of self, loss of opportunities, a
lack of “job getting skills”, and a desire
to work for change with other women.
Becky described issues related to a lack
of support to become the self she might
have been and a distorted sense of self
worth due to her experiences. She de-
scribes her experience of assault at the
hands of an intimate male partner as
being her lowest point, “When I first got
out of the situation, my sense of self,
there was no sense of self, and I remem-
ber just describing it as ‘I fragmented’.”
Loss of opportunity connected to her
belief that she was living a life script
that she did not have a hand in writing.
Becky spoke of how her life was on a
certain path she had no control over. 

Becky struggled with not being
able to visualize herself in the world of
work and her lack of experience with
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any of the “getting a job skills” that
most people begin to experience at a
much younger age. She shared that she
had never had to go on an interview, or
sit across from someone who was judg-
ing her as capable to do a certain job; “.
. . you don’t have to apply to be a prosti-
tute and they don’t ask you to fill out a
job application to be a drug dealer.”
When speaking about the world of
work, Becky’s story was filled with ex-
pressions of unfamiliarity, lack of vi-
sion, and fear. What Becky lacked was
the recognition that many of the job
skills she had acquired in her life were
in fact transferable and she could draw
on them now as she moved into a differ-
ent type of work world. 

A prominent theme in Becky’s
story was her desire to work to educate
and help other women. She believed
that her experiences of domestic vio-
lence have made her sensitive to this
issue. She shared her desire to work in
the field of social work and how experi-
ences with other women had shown her
that she was able to do that type of
work. “I do have the ability, I know that.
I am able to give people hope and I
think that is a gift.” 

Jeannie

When Jeannie first began to recover
from the shock of a break-up with a
long-term, abusive partner, she spoke of
waking up in the morning and thinking,
“What am I going to do for myself
today. Not for my son, or for anybody
else, but for me.” She spoke of not re-
ally knowing how to think about herself.
She had been looking after her partner
and her son for so long, that had consti-
tuted her work. Jeannie was amazed by
the notion of being by herself and learn-
ing how to do things for herself. “I had
to keep reminding myself, you know,
that there was no one to tell me what to
do.” The realization that she was on her
own was scary. “I was scared thinking
how I would have to go out and look
after myself and make money.” 

Four significant themes identified
in Jeannie’s story included: doing things
just for herself, being taken by surprise
and not being heard, feeling silenced in
the face of abuse, and questions related
to being ready to move forward with her
life. As Jeannie told her story, she re-
peated a theme related to the number of

times she was caught off guard by what
was happening to her. She entered into a
relationship after leaving her abusive
partner only to find herself in another
abusive relationship and it was a shock.
“He started hitting me and doing things
and saying things I never expected.”
Jeannie also described speaking and not
being heard. She told her abusive part-
ner to leave and yet he remained, she
broke off a subsequent abusive relation-
ship only to find the man back in her
apartment as if she had never spoken of
ending their relationship. In not know-
ing and not being heard, Jeannie did not
seem to be an active agent in her own
life.

Jeannie spoke of being uncomfort-
able with talking about being a victim of
the abuse. “I was so ashamed of what
was happening to me and I didn’t want
anybody else to know about it . . . I did-
n’t think it was a good feeling to have
other people know these things.” She
worried about being part of an employ-
ment program for women with abuse
histories because she knew she would
have to talk about things that had hap-
pened to her. 

Parts of Jeannie’s story relate to her
lack of readiness to move forward with
her life. While doing the time-line draw-
ing, Jeannie spoke about not remember-
ing her childhood at all. These gaps in
her memory and experience limit her
ability to understand and move forward.
When speaking of her long-term rela-
tionship with an abusive partner, Jean-
nie says, “I had a good life” and
minimized how he had abused her. Jean-
nie did not seem ready to completely
face these experiences and she shared a
sense of limitation in her ability to be an
active agent in her life and move for-
ward.

Betty

Before the age of fourteen, when
she ran away from home to live on the
street, Betty had already undergone in-
tense trauma. She became vulnerable to
alcohol abuse. “I started drinking heav-
ily when I was around that age. Cause I
discovered that even through it tasted
awful, it made everything okay.” She
was vulnerable to men in the workplace
and ultimately she was vulnerable to a
relationship with an abusive husband.
When Betty finally got away from this

violent and abusive marriage, barely
with her life, her emotional and physical
health was severely compromised. She
fell into a pattern of addiction and de-
pression that made work impossible.
Betty spoke of surviving two major
breakdowns and a serious suicide at-
tempt. It took her a long time to begin to
find her way out of the darkness. 

The three themes identified in
Betty’s story: low self-esteem, ability to
work, and lost opportunities, were not
discrete units. These themes merged and
overlapped. Long-range affects of abuse
set Betty up to be vulnerable to other in-
cidents of abuse, to addiction issues,
and to the extreme distress she has lived
with most of her life. The long-range af-
fects of abuse overlap with the other
themes and create intersections with her
work experiences: 

Betty’ physical weakness and her
drinking compromised jobs she was
able to obtain after getting away from
her abusive husband. She was unable to
cope with a job she had in a truck fac-
tory where men harassed her. “I was
still quite afraid of men at that point . . .
I was trying to be tough, to prove to my-
self I could be around men . . . I just
started getting more and more stressed
. . . I still had the physical problems
from the abuse in my back and legs . . .
I would be on Demerol for the pain and
still trying to work. I was drinking
pretty heavily then.” In subsequent at-
tempts to obtain employment, Betty
shared that her abuse affected her. “I
don’t have the confidence to apply for a
job and when I did work at a job I
couldn’t handle the stress, physically or
mentally, and I would need to go on sick
leave.” 

When Betty was homeless and liv-
ing on the street after losing her job at
the truck factory, she ran into a friend
who was able to connect her with a
woman who let Betty stay at her house
until she could qualify for social assis-
tance. Betty shared that she was amazed
this woman would open her home to
her. She saw herself as the “scum of the
streets” and wondered why anyone
would let her live in their home. The
state of Betty’s self-esteem seriously
impeded her ability to see herself as ca-
pable or able to work. 
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Melanie

For much of her life, Melanie had
defined herself in terms of her past
abuse experiences. She alluded to the
many implications: her lifelong eating
disorder, relationship issues, question-
able choices with work, and a sense of
fear. Speaking of her work experiences,
“I think that one of the major ways my
abuse has affected work is in how I feel
about myself and then how that trans-
lates to the type of work I have chosen
and how that reinforces those feelings.”
She chose cleaning work, being around
other people’s dirty things, seeing her-
self as an observer, standing on the out-
side of life looking in. “That explains a
lot of my life and it comes from the sex-
ual abuse and never feeling like I could
really participate in my own life.” 

The four themes that connected
Melanie’s experiences of abuse and her
work history included: being defined by
her abuse experiences, her perceptions
of being unsafe in the world of work,
paths not taken and opportunities lost,
and how healing became her work. 

Melanie defined her work life as
having been guided by her strong attrac-
tion to unsafe work experiences that
served to reinforce what she already felt
about herself: that her purpose in life
was to be used by others. Many of her
work experiences are seen through this
lens: out delivering papers all by herself
or working at a summer resort out in the
middle of nowhere. “Now I see that I
was choosing things that weren’t neces-
sarily safe.” 

Melanie named many opportunities
she missed because of her abuse. She
felt regrets about missed opportunities
in her relationship with her husband be-
cause of the sexual abuse issues she was
dealing with. “I wish I could have al-
lowed him to be my ally.” Opportunities
missed in the world of work figure
largely in Melanie’s story. “If I hadn’t
had this idea that work was where I
would get used and feeling like that was
all I was good for . . . maybe I could
have chosen a different path with
work.” She also reflected that dealing
with sexual abuse meant she could not
work full time and have access to the
money necessary to pursue certain
paths. “. . . maybe I could have just kept
working somewhere and had the money
to do some training – maybe then some

of those other paths would have been
possible.”

Very early in her interview Melanie
made a telling statement, “When I think
about the question of abuse and work, in
some ways I have started to perceive
that my healing from the abuse is a big
part of my work.” For a number of years
she had been in counselling and had
been part of many healing programs and
experiences. Melanie’s healing work be-
came full-time work. “I couldn’t have
got to where I am now without having
gone through the blackness and the
searching and the healing. It was worth-
while, all of it.”

Cinnamon

A dominant theme that emerged
from Cinnamon’s story was her struggle
to understand and deal with an un-
healthy relationship with her mother.
Cinnamon spoke of always trying to
please her mother and this had an im-
pact on work and intimate relationships
over her life span. She described the tra-
ditional mindset her mother held, “It’s
the whole religious thing, you know . . .
my background and my mom’s was
very traditional . . . my mom wouldn’t
have even had a way to get what was
happening to me.” These early experi-
ences and family values created vulner-
ability for Cinnamon that she connected
with unhealthy choices in the work en-
vironment and an abusive marriage. 

Cinnamon’s story generated four
themes that connected her experiences
of abuse with her experiences of work:
family of origin issues, how these issues
influenced both work and relationships,
loss of confidence and belief in herself,
and current feelings about work. Living
out a script of trying to please her
mother was transferred to her work life.
“I was always trying to please the owner
. . .it all got overwhelming, I had a
breakdown, everything fell apart.” Cin-
namon shared that when she met her
husband she transferred all the control
and people pleasing to him and, “ . . .
just went on doing the same thing . . . “
She talked about the links between what
she went through in her marriage and
what she went through in her childhood
with her mother, “I guess you could say
I married my mom.” 

Cinnamon’s experiences of abuse in
her marriage reached out to influence

what she could envision for herself in
the future. She described a marriage in
which she was isolated; her husband did
not like her to have friends or speak to
her family on the phone or to work out-
side of the home. “I’m still in isolation
in some ways . . . years of living like
that takes a toll on you . . .” 

What Cinnamon had gone through
was characterized by what she had lost.
When she previously worked in man-
agement, she speaks of having confi-
dence. She could attack problems and
find solutions, now decision making is
difficult. “I don’t have confidence in my
abilities anymore . . . confidence is a big
challenge right now.” 

Cinnamon’s relationship with the
world of work is fraught with fear, re-
luctance, and distrust. She is afraid to go
back to work, “. . . going back to work,
I’m just not ready. That is why I’m
choosing school right now. . . ” The
pressure to get out and find work made
her feel as though she had moved from
one controlling environment, her mar-
riage, to another. “I still feel like I don’t
have a say. I have a bit more control but
I’m still not calling the shots on my life
and it’s frustrating.”

Discussion
The five women in this study expe-

rienced barriers in terms of being able to
find and maintain employment, a pre-
requisite for forging a work identity that
is capable of providing an ongoing
sense of agency. Isaacson and Brown
(2000) state that work is the means of
relating to society and it can provide
status, recognition, and affiliation.
Though work may come to serve these
functions for some of these women,
they did not speak of work in this way
when they told their stories. Work was
going to be something to figure out
(Becky), something never done before,
but now necessary (Jeannie), something
not likely to be done again (Betty),
something to be envisioned as many dif-
ferent paths even though the way is
blocked (Melanie), or something that is
feared (Cinnamon). Their experiences
of abuse continue to effect their views
of and participation in the world of
work. 

Women who have experienced vio-
lence and abuse are at risk for mental or
physical health problems (Elliot & Re-
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itsma-Street, 2003). This was clear in
Betty’s story: she had not had a paying
job in twelve years; and it seemed un-
likely, in view of her fragile state, that
employment would be part of her future.
Betty’s struggle to deal with her pain,
both physical and emotional, by self-
medicating with alcohol relates to stud-
ies that have linked childhood abuse,
domestic violence, and addiction issues
(Bala et. al., 1998; Raphael & Tolman,
1997; Reitsma-Street et. al., 2001; Ull-
man &Brecklen, 2003; Wells, 1994) fit
with

Melanie spoke of spending the past
eight years working full-time on her
own healing. Though she had many
dreams of what she might do in terms of
work in the future she also reported
feeling very stuck and unable to move
on. The emotional affects of her abuse
experiences still had a powerful hold on
her. Melanie continued to experience a
number of stress reactions which create
further barriers to employment (Gi-
anakos, 1999).

Loss of valuable educational and
work experiences played a large role in
blocking potential work opportunities
and options. Women who have abuse
histories have often experienced limita-
tions in learning experiences. Opportu-
nities to succeed in education and career
can be few; fear, anxiety, and depression
influence future expectations (Chronis-
ter & McWhirter, 2003). Becky spoke
of school as difficult for her due to
abuse at home and the way in which her
future expectations were skewed based
on negative messages of verbal abuse
she was taking in from her father. Betty
ran away from home at a very early age,
ending up homeless and on the street;
her educational options seriously com-
promised. Melanie spoke of not being
able to pursue educational opportunities
because of her abuse. Cinnamon left
home before graduating and had to fin-
ish Grade twelve through night school
classes. 

Three of the women spoke of lost
opportunities related to work. Becky
had many work experiences but she did
not have work experiences she felt she
could put on a resume. Chronister and
McWhirter (2003) report that job inter-
view situations can create panic for
women who have experienced abuse,
this may relate to having to answer per-

sonal questions that are uncomfortable
or having to explain problematic job
histories.

Jeannie had simply never needed to
work outside the home. Her partner had
always gone out and made the money;
she just assumed her life would con-
tinue on that path. Women with abuse
histories often come from backgrounds
that are characterized by rigid gender
stereotypes about work-role attitudes
(Brown, Reedy, Fountain, Johnson, &
Dischiser, 2000). Jeannie simply never
envisioned a time when she would have
to look after herself financially and this
was a scary thought for her now. 

Melanie lost significant opportuni-
ties to pursue work that might have bet-
ter suited her because, in her opinion,
she did not receive the support to look
at other options. She also relates the
ways in which abuse experiences
blocked educational opportunities. Her
sense of herself as “garbage” and her
pattern of choosing only work that
would reaffirm this belief blocked many
other work experiences. She also speaks
about the time involved in healing and
how this has meant lost chances to sus-
tain employment over time and save
money that could have gone toward ed-
ucation.

Loss of self-esteem and self-effi-
cacy was another common theme in the
women’s stories. Abuse and trauma ex-
periences have an affect on self-esteem
and one’s basic sense of self-worth
(Rosenbloom & Williams, 1999).
Brown et al. (2000) contend that low
self-esteem is the most significant bar-
rier to employability and the barrier that
contributes the most to lower levels of
self-efficacy. Employment success is re-
lated to high levels of self-efficacy
(Chronister & McWhirter, 2003; Gi-
anakos, 1999) and the literature indi-
cates that abuse lowers these levels
(Chronister & McWhirter, 2003; Brown,
et al., 2000). Sustaining a healthy self-
concept under the circumstances of
abuse is almost impossible (Ibrahim &
Herr, 1997). Becky shared her distorted
sense of self-worth due to her experi-
ences in the sex-trade. Betty spoke,
quite poignantly, of how she had no
self-worth; she thought she was the
“scum of the streets.” Cinnamon com-
pares her confidence levels now with
how she saw herself in the past and

feels she has lost so much. Melanie de-
scribed the ways in which abuse de-
stroyed her sense of herself as capable
of following certain employment paths
in her life. Jeannie’s reference to “doing
things just for herself, for the first time”
and the struggle that has been indicates
a lack of a clear sense of self-efficacy in
the world. 

Abuse compromises interpersonal
choices. Schultheiss (2003) writes about
the need to take an in-depth look at the
role of relationship in one’s life in order
to determine how these influence one’s
work experiences. Townsend and
McWhirter (2005) suggest that connect-
edness is often seen as a central organiz-
ing principle and a critical theme for
women. When connections have been
disrupted because of relational violence,
work relationships are also affected.
Betty reflects that she would not have
chosen her “crazy” husband if she had
not experienced early childhood abuse.
Cinnamon spoke of having ended up
with her abusive husband because of a
life long habit of people pleasing rooted
in her childhood experiences. Becky be-
lieved she was targeted for sexual abuse
in high school due to her earlier abuse
experiences. The cumulative affects of
these abuse experiences have direct im-
pacts on work ability and choices. 

Loss of voice and isolation was a
further theme expressed across partici-
pants. Phillips and Daniluk (2004) write
that women who have experienced
childhood sexual abuse report feeling
different, alone, and invisible. Jeannie
spoke of feeling voiceless; Betty’s se-
verely abusive husband separated her
from all relationships, both work and
social; and Cinnamon’s husband sepa-
rated her from her friends, creating a
long-term problem in terms of trusting
people and making new contacts.
Melanie’s struggle within the actual in-
terview to find words to describe her ex-
periences seemed an aspect of silencing;
her sense of being different and isolated
is clear in her depiction of various work
experiences. 

Abuse experiences resulted in a se-
rious loss of a sense of safety. In Judith
Herman’s (1992) recovery from trauma
model, re-establishing a sense of being
safe in the world is the first stage of re-
covery. A dominant theme in both
Melanie and Cinnamon’s stories is their
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fear and the way in which they no
longer feel safe in the world, including
the world of work. Chronister and
McWhirter (2003) describe what hap-
pens to a woman when abuse has
robbed her of control of her life and her
body; she becomes quite powerless to
move about in the world with confi-
dence. Powerlessness can lead to an in-
ability to make employment choices, a
lack of ability to be assertive, and a ten-
dency to relinquish power (Wells,
1994). 

A social constructivist approach to
career that emphasizes the whole person
in the ever changing context of their life
(Peavy, 1995; Savickas, 1995) provides
an appropriate theoretical framework
for understanding the five women inter-
viewed for this research. It is not hard to
visualize the ways in which their life
context had influenced how they under-
stood work. Their stories illustrate the
interaction of the many factors involved
in approaching, making, and maintain-
ing work choices. Social Cognitive Ca-
reer Theory (SCCT) (Lent, et al., 2000)
fits particularly well with the stories of
the participants in this research. In each
of their stories it was obvious that they
brought many issues related to cognitive
and personal variables (i.e. past per-
formances, emotionality, vicarious
learning, and verbal persuasions) from
the past, most of which had affected
their sense of self-efficacy, into their
present reality of having to negotiate the
world of work. SCCT also emphasizes
contextual and environmental factors.
An upbringing that emphasized tradi-
tional sex-role stereotypes (Cinnamon),
an identity formed through adolescence
by a verbally abusive father (Becky),
and a sense that work was an arena in
which you were used like a piece of
garbage (Melanie), create very real and
specific contexts for the women who are
living with these past experiences. An
emphasis on context also allows coun-
sellors to focus on issues surrounding
relationship.

Three of the women interviewed
had gone through long waiting periods
in order to obtain safe housing. Low in-
come women experience major difficul-
ties meeting basic housing needs and
there is a serious lack of supportive
housing for women who have been vic-
tims of various forms of abuse (Re-

itsma-Street et. al., 2001). Abused
women consistently rate issues regard-
ing housing, affordable childcare, and
transportation as their priorities (Elliot
& Reitsma-Street, 2003).

In all of the participant’s stories, the
issue of being ready for various experi-
ences emerged. Becky spoke of many
fears but ended on a note of hope and
readiness to move forward. Jeannie was
at a stage of envisioning possibilities for
herself but her story seemed to indicate
a need for more time and support before
she would be able to move forward with
a sense of self-efficacy. Betty’s story in-
dicated a readiness to enter the employ-
ment program; she was able to take
advantage of counselling opportunities
in relation to her abuse experiences.
Melanie had accessed many support and
healing programs but her story indicates
that she was still not ready to move for-
ward. Cinnamon admits that the em-
ployment program came too soon for
her, she was not ready to re-enter the
world of work. 

Herman (1992) writes that the final
stage of recovery from abuse and
trauma is the desire to reconnect. This
desire is in fact the core of recovery.
Some women may adopt what Herman
describes as a survivor mission. They
feel called upon to engage in changing
the wider world in some way. They
focus their energy on helping others
who have experienced similar abuse as
a possible means of transcending their
own experience and gaining personal
power. All five of the participants
spoke directly of their desire to work for
change in the world, specifically with
other women and children. For Becky
this has to do with social work and help-
ing other women get out of abusive situ-
ations. Jeannie had managed, through
everything that happened to her, to
maintain a volunteer position working
with single moms and she experienced
this to be a safe and beneficial place for
her. Betty shared a very well-thought
out plan to create a soup kitchen once a
month for women and children. Experi-
ences of feeling unsafe in such situa-
tions have created a desire to provide
other women and children with a safe
place to be together. Melanie spoke of
her desire to carry on with her education
and pursue a career in counselling. Cin-
namon spoke quite passionately of the

need for schools to begin teaching chil-
dren conflict resolution skills and how
to stand up for themselves in an effec-
tive manner. This was in direct response
to her reflections on her own lifelong
struggle to find her voice and stand up
for herself.

Implications for Career Counselling
Practice and Policy

Counselling women about career
and work choices is counselling in the
context of their whole lives, for work is
rooted in life. Bluestein et. al.’s (2005)
contention that work is embedded in
complex layers of social, cultural, and
political factors points to a need for ca-
reer counsellors to consider how these
layers and contexts have affected all
areas of a woman’s life. The social con-
structivist career model makes it clear
that life-context matters (Peavy, 1995).
Women who have experienced abuse
bring that specific context to the career
counselling setting. 

Aspects of trauma counselling
highlight the importance of hearing
women’s stories, but also the ways in
which these stories interact with every-
thing else that is happening in women’s
lives. A constructivist framework for ca-
reer counselling is well suited to helping
counsellors recognize how experiences
of abuse have influenced other impor-
tant areas of a woman’s life. Mahoney
(2003) writes that a constructivist thera-
pist experiences clients as intentional
agents in their own lives; as active in
their own meaning-making process. The
constructivist counsellor works to col-
laborate and facilitate the client as an
agent in her own life, holds affirmation
and hope for the client at times when
she may not be able to, and comes to
understand and know the client from
within her own belief system. 

Constructivist counselling also con-
ceptualizes human experience as com-
plex, a lifelong experiment in which the
client is neither a prisoner of the past
nor totally free to choose any future
path (Mahoney, 2003). Themes in the
participant’s stories link to some of the
newest research on complex trauma
(Briere & Scott, 2006). All five of the
women interviewed described life situa-
tions that involved ongoing experiences
of abuse. Briere and Scott (2006) de-
scribe complex trauma as severe, pro-
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longed, and repeated trauma that takes
on a chronic, developmental etiology:
the result of a wide range of outcomes
that vary from person to person as a
function of their unique trauma expo-
sure; for example, age of first trauma
experience, issues related to disrupted
attachment, and subsequent revictimiza-
tion. Childhood abuse issues can lead to
maladaptive adolescent behaviour (sub-
stance abuse, inappropriate sexual be-
haviour, ongoing emotional or mental
health issues) which in turn result in
vulnerability to additional victimization,
which leads to further responses and be-
haviours leading in turn further risk. 

When working with this population
it is important that career counsellors
have an understanding of the complex
nature of trauma, especially as it may
relate to early childhood exposure to
traumatic experiences. Although Betty’s
story was severe in terms of the cumula-
tive nature of her trauma experiences
and the ways in which they made her
vulnerable to further victimization, her
story is in no way unusual. The types of
cumulative abuse that many of the par-
ticipants shared form a life context that
influenced all areas of their lives, in-
cluding their ability to work. By recog-
nizing that career counselling is
counselling for life, counsellors realize
that to facilitate readiness for work
many issues need to be addressed. 

Women who have experienced
abuse need opportunities to learn about
themselves, the world of work, and the
options they might have for their future
(Gianakos, 1999). Simply learning skills
is not enough for this population of
women (Wells, 1994). Understanding
the context of their abuse and how it has
influenced their decision-making is also
important (Belknap, 1999). Elliot and
Reitsma-Street (2003) argue against
programs that pressure vulnerable
women to take any job that comes along
without addressing the significant
stresses and barriers they face. Being
ready to access specific support experi-
ences is crucial for the success of these
endeavours. As is seen in these women’s
stories, when recovering from abuse ex-
periences, readiness is a complex
process 

The literature and the individual
women’s stories support the need for
long-term targeted support for women

who have experienced abuse and are
now moving toward re-entering the
world of work. Although the targeted
employment program all five women
took part in was a positive experience,
fourteen weeks was not long enough.
Programs also need to address the mul-
tiple issues these women face: the need
for vocational training, education, em-
ployment coaching and support, hous-
ing, childcare, legal advice, assistance
with welfare, and skills training for in-
dependent living (Moe & Bell, 2004). 

Programs need to be holistic in the
ways they view women. Models of em-
powerment, such as the one suggested
by Chronister and McWhirter (2003)
emphasize: (a) collaboration between
facilitators and clients, (b) paying atten-
tion to context which includes educa-
tional levels, attitudes to work, affects
of abuse, family demands, culture, eco-
nomics, and access to community sup-
ports, (c) an active process of
recognizing the skills and resources the
woman already has, (d) helping women
become critical thinkers about their own
life situations and move toward exercis-
ing more personal agency, and (e) con-
necting women with the wider
community. 

There is a particular need to pay
close attention to factors of readiness
for change in a woman’s life. If employ-
ment programs are offered before
women are ready, they may not be able
to take advantage of the opportunities
for education and skill development
being offered. This readiness is related
to a process of recovery from abuse ex-
periences that is hard to place on a spe-
cific timeline. Lock-step programs that
focus on one particular model of career
preparation or readiness may not work
for this population of women. Appropri-
ate assessment and programs designed
to meet individual women’s needs
would seem to make the most sense.
The stories of the five participants in
this study indicate different profiles of
readiness that is unrelated to the time
away from abusive experiences. Some
women would benefit from supportive
employment internship programs, others
are still in need of counselling to deal
with the long-term affects of abuse, and
yet others may need to enter into the
world of employment and concentrate
on the healing personal work involved

in abuse recovery later. 
Policy makers must also pay atten-

tion to the critical issue of access to safe
and affordable housing for women who
are attempting to rebuild their lives. En-
suring that women can find housing is
an essential component of their safety
and the safety of their dependent chil-
dren (Moe & Bell, 2004). In extensive
research directed at housing issues and
policy options for women living in
urban poverty in three Canadian cities,
Reitsma-Street, et. al. (2001) found that
there is a serious lack of supportive
housing for women who have been the
victims of domestic violence. This was
echoed by participants in this study.

The five women who narrated the
ways in which abuse intersected with
their experiences of work spoke of
many barriers in their lives. At the same
time, their stories shone with light and
hope. They were determined to move
beyond abuse experiences and though
they were at various points in the
process of doing that, their individual
courage and determination to not be de-
fined solely by these experiences was
clear. Many of them reflected on how
far they had come on their individual
journeys of recovery and all had hopes
and dreams for the future. Betty’s words
speak of this hope when she talks of
why she is telling her story, “. . . maybe
it will give some woman hope that you
can still have quality of life even after
being devastated, you know . . . you can
still follow your dreams.”
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